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3 experts:
Rosemont
OK under
Trump not
a done deal
By Tony Davis
ARIZONA DAILY STAR

spent the majority of my life
working with young people,
and this is an opportunity to
help remind them to remember that our freedom came at
a cost.”
The fact that the memorial
is located on a college campus
drives the tragedy home all
the more deeply.
“You discover that almost
70 percent of these young men
were an average age of about
20, the same age as the majority of our students,” Albanese
said. “In this way, standing in

On its face, the ascension of Donald Trump
to the White House should be a boon for the
long-delayed $1.5 billion Rosemont Mine, which
would be this country’s third-largest copper
mine.
But it’s not that simple, say three outside experts who have worked for federal environmental
agencies under both major political parties. With
a ﬁnal federal decision on Rosemont approaching soon, a pro-business Trump administration
would undoubtedly be more favorably inclined
than some Obama administration officials have
been. But that doesn’t make Rosemont a done
deal, say the experts — two law professors and a
top official for a nonproﬁt water group.
Hudbay Minerals Inc. of Toronto and its predecessor, Augusta Resource Corp. of Vancouver,
British Columbia, have sought federal permits
for the proposed mine in the Santa Rita Mountains since 2007. But their efforts have not yet
produced all needed permits, due to opposition from environmentalists, Indian tribes and
neighbors of the mine, and severe skepticism
among some agency officials who have reviewed
it. Disputes over endangered and threatened
species, concerns about the mine potentially
drying up neighboring wells and streams, and
worries about air- and water-quality impacts
have delayed decisions year after year.
Trump never publicly mentioned Rosemont
in his campaign. But the Republican repeatedly
promised to lighten the hand of what he called
overburdensome environmental regulations on
industry. He railed against the Obama administration’s Clean Power Plan aimed at reducing
greenhouse gas emissions, promised to put the
ailing coal mining industry back on its feet and
vowed to overturn President Obama’s Waters of
the United States rule that ensures federal protection of waterways.
However, the Rosemont outcome will depend
not just on the party in power, the outside experts

See MEMORIAL, A2

See ROSEMONT, A2
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The battleship USS Arizona on Dec. 25, 1916, photographed from the Manhattan Bridge on the East River in New York City.

Memorial on UA Mall honors
USS Arizona, 1,777 who died
By Natalia V. Navarro

MORE IN HOME + LIFE

SPECIAL TO THE ARIZONA DAILY STAR

There’s a battleship on the
University of Arizona Mall.
A new monument to the
USS Arizona outlines the actual size of the ship that was
destroyed Dec. 7, 1941, when
the Japanese bombed Pearl
Harbor and launched the U.S.
into World War II.
The monument will be
dedicated Sunday, Dec. 4,
marking the upcoming 75th
anniversary of the bombing.
The 6-inch curb of running-track material outlines
the size and shape of the ship’s

The bell that hangs over the UA Student Union Memorial Building is
one of the campus memorials to the USS Arizona.

deck. At the approximate site
of the ship’s foremast is a
brick path lined with waisthigh concrete walls. The walls
are adorned with 1,177 bronze
medallions, each engraved
with the name, birthdate and
home state of a sailor or Marine who died on the ship.
“It represents the beginning of a tremendous war
tragedy, but it’s also symbolic

of the ship that, if you think
about it, is the second best
known ship in the world,” said
CharlesAlbanese,aformerUA
dean of architecture and one
of the leaders of the project.
“This memorial represents an
opportunity to remind young
men and women that it takes
sacriﬁce and unmentionable
bravery to give us the lives
that we all appreciate today. I
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The site of the proposed Rosemont Mine, on the east side of the Santa Rita Mountains southeast of Tucson. Hudbay Minerals Inc. of Toronto is pushing the project.

ROSEMONT
Continued from Page A1
said. It will depend on whom
Trump appoints to key posts and
on how effectively those appointees can marshal legal arguments
in favor of the mine if Obama ofﬁcials kill it before Trump takes
office on Jan. 20.
If the Trump administration
wanted to overturn an unfavorable decision, it would have to
reopen a very detailed record and
develop additional facts or analysis, said Tracy Mehan, an assistant
Environmental Protection Agency administrator under President
George W. Bush and now head of
government affairs for the nonproﬁt American Water Works Association.
Agreeing, University of Colorado law professor Mark Squillace noted that if the Army Corps
of Engineers left behind a strong
record backing denial, it would include “everything that suggested
the agency thought approving the
permit was a bad idea.”
“Elections do matter and reasonable people can disagree over
an issue. But the outcome depends
on how the record is developed. It
comes down to whether a court
determines if an agency decision
passes the laugh test,” Mehan said.
Plus, there is Trump’s penchant
for changing his views on issues.
“No one knows what Trump
will do on anything. ... But the
people he puts in charge of EPA,
the Department of Interior, etc.,
will be able to do a lot to reverse
Obama policies and exercise a different kind of discretion on regulatory decisions like Rosemont,”
said Patrick Parenteau, a Vermont
Law School professor. The key appointee will be the assistant secretary of the Army, who will oversee
the Army Corps, said Parenteau.
While Parenteau is certain
Trump will appoint lower-level
officials more sympathetic to the
mining industry than Obama did,
“Who knows how high this project will get on the Trump administration hit list? It may not get
there. If it was oil and gas, yeah, tar

MEMORIAL
Continued from Page A1
one place, looking around
the plaza, you can see, in
one view, 1,100 reﬂecting
bronze medallions each
representing a young man

sands, yeah, but a copper mine by
a foreign company? I don’t know.”
In fact, while Parenteau and
Squillace agreed the odds in Rosemont’s favor are higher under
Trump than if Democrat Hillary
Clinton had won, Parenteau said
they’re only slightly higher.
“I think Clinton is not an environmentalist. She would pick
some environmental battles like
climate change and would be more
strong on those issues,” said Parenteau, who was an Environmental Protection Agency regional
counsel under President Ronald
Reagan and a special counsel on
an endangered species issue under
President George H.W. Bush.
“But when it gets down to
trade-offs between economic development and impacts on wildlife and water quality, I don’t know
you could immediately conclude
that she was always going to come
down on the side of the environment,” said Parenteau, who also
was an attorney and executive in
the 1970s and ’80s for the National
Wildlife Federation and in spring
2014 gave the Tucson-based Center for Biological Diversity some
legal advice on Rosemont.
“It’s always a function of time
and what else is happening and
where else would an administration have to spend its political
capital on something,” he said.
ARMY CORPS OFFICIAL
TO VISIT MINE SITE TUESDAY
During Obama’s tenure, the
Army Corps of Engineers’ Los
Angeles District Office has been
critical of the Rosemont Mine’s
mitigation plans and last summer recommended denial. The
Corps’ San Francisco-based Paciﬁc Southwest Division now has
to make a ﬁnal decision.
The division’s new commander,
Col. Pete Helmlinger, will visit the
Rosemont site southeast of Tucson on Tuesday.
The office has no timetable for
making a decision on the mine,
said Corps spokeswoman Heather
Babb, and it’s not publicly known
if the agency will decide before
Obama leaves office. The U.S.
Forest Service, which has been

who perished that day. It really is very moving.”
David Carter’s father
spent most of World War II
in the Paciﬁc theater. After
his father’s death in 1991,
Carter began to attend reunions of his destroyer
crew. It was at one of these

derground shaft for the nuclear
dump began six months later. The
project was eventually ﬁnished
and opened, although it’s now
shut down due to a 2014 radioactive leak.
But today, if the Obama administration decides against the
Rosemont Mine, with a new administration coming, “There are
so many unknowables — who will
be at EPA, who will run the water
offices, who will be the (Army’s)
assistant secretary for civil works.
Personnel is policy,” Mehan said.
“My guess is while the president-elect probably has some
strong views on the Waters of the
U.S. issue and the Clean Power
Effort to secure federal permits for the proposed mine, in this area of the Plan, when you get into this levSanta Rita Mountains, began in 2007. The $1.5 billion project would be the el of detail, and drill down to the
operations of statutes and regulanation’s third-largest copper mine.
tory programs, it’s all to be determuch friendlier to the Rosemont do down the line is unknown, but mined.”
proposal, is expected to decide af- we expect the Corps will stand
ter the Corps does. Then, the EPA ﬁrm and that in reviewing the re- LOW COPPER PRICES
has veto power over a Corps per- cord the administrator will act in MAY SLOW ACTION
But the new administration
accord with the law,” Hartmann
mit.
may not push too hard now in any
But if Helminlinger says no, said.
Hudbay’s community relations case because copper and other
Hudbay could appeal to higher-ranking agency officials, which manager for Rosemont, Jerry commodity prices are not high,
would drag the issue into the new Bustamante, speaking at a local said Squillace, a special assistant
event in mid-November, said, to the Interior Department solicadministration.
Advocates on both sides of “We have a very strong project itor under President Bill Clinton.
the debate say they’re hopeful with good science. We feel very Hudbay has said it won’t open any
of winning now. Rick Grinnell, strongly it can stand on its own, new mine until copper prices represident of the Southern Ari- regardless of whatever political turn to $3.50. They’re in the $2.60
range now, although the price in
zona Business Coalition, said he climate we’re in.”
November had its biggest monthly
thinks the Trump team will have
increase in 10 years.
a more realistic approach toward PROJECTS HAVE BEEN
“Why not wait? If a company
environmental issues. He hopes REVERSED BEFORE
There is a precedent for one ad- is not in position to open the mine
that attitude will extend to several
other pending Arizona mines, in- ministration quickly overturning due to market prices ... what’s all
cluding Arizona Mining Inc.’s pro- another on a crucial but local en- the fuss?” Squillace said.
But if the Corps does decide
posed silver mine in the Patagonia vironmental issue, in New Mexico.
In early 1980, President Jim- while Obama is president to apMountains and Curis Resources’
proposed underground copper my Carter, a Democrat, canceled prove the mine, it’s unlikely the
plans to build an underground EPA will intervene before Trump
mine near Florence.
“I think a lot of these issues geologic repository to dispose of takes office, Squillace said.
“I would think that they don’t
hanging will be resolved much medium-level radioactive wastes
from defense plants in Carlsbad, want to weigh in,” he said. “The
more efficiently,” he said.
Gayle Hartmann, president of New Mexico. Even though Con- way the government works, I’d be
the Rosemont opposition group gress appropriated $20 million for surprised if we get a decision beSave the Scenic Santa Ritas, said the project later that year, Carter fore January 20.
“At the end of an administrashe remains optimistic even under refused to start construction on it.
A few days after Republican tion, EPA’s got a million things
Trump.
“The various federal agencies Ronald Reagan took over in Jan- they’re trying to get done,” he said.
have put together an excellent re- uary 1981, his administration
cord that makes clear the devas- approved construction of what Contact reporter Tony Davis at
tating impacts of the mine. What became the Waste Isolation Pilot tdavis@tucson.com or 806-7746. On
the Trump administration tries to Plant, and drilling of the ﬁrst un- Twitter@tonydavis987.

reunions that Carter came
up with the idea for this memorial.
“If you could outline the
ship on the Mall, that would
convey a sense of the huge,
massive scale of the ship as
well as the enormous human scale of the loss of life
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on a single ship,” Carter said.
FLYOVER, GUESTS AT MEMORIAL DEDICATION
Over the next few years,
as the idea was developed,
The dedication ceremony
The dedication, which
Albanese and Bill Westcott
for the USS Arizona
will take place at the
joined the project and they
memorial will begin around
monument on the Mall in
began working on logistics
3 p.m. Sunday, Dec. 4, with
front of the Student Union,
with Bob Smith at the UA.
a ﬂyover by the 47th Fighter
will also feature military
Official construction began
Squadron from Davisguest speakers, music,
during this fall semester,
Monthan Air Force Base, a
and the unveiling of the
with a rush to ﬁnish it in
group with a connection to
memorial medallions. Many
time for the dedication.
the attack on Pearl Harbor,
UA students and ROTC
Through
word-ofaccording to Jane Prescottmembers are scheduled to
mouth and social media, the
Smith, special assistant to
participate.
project idea spread across
the UA dean of libraries.
“I think it’s so cool that I
the country. Carter, AlbaIn 1941, the then Army
got so many emails from
nese and Westcott raised
Air Corps squadron was
relatives of the men who
approximately
$175,000
stationed in Oahu, Hawaii,
lost their lives that day
from 450 individuals and
and was the ﬁrst squadron
who are traveling here for
veterans
organizations
to get its planes in the air.
the event,” Prescott Smith
based in 20 states, coverIt was also credited with
said. “We’ve got somebody
ing the cost of building the
the most “kills” during the
coming from Texas,
monument.
battle with eight conﬁrmed
somebody from California,
Donations ranged from
and three probable
and I think it will be a very
$5 to $20,000 and many
enemy airplanes downed,
special day for them as we
included stories of donors’
according to Prescotthonor their fathers, uncles
personal connections with
Smith.
and older brothers.”
the ship. There is an ongoing fundraiser for upkeep of
Natalia
V. Navarro is a University
Albanese. “The three of us
the monument.
“It’s a wonderful story are very proud and feel both of Arizona journalism student
apprenticing at the Star.
and the concept is rich,” said honored and fortunate.”
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The new USS Arizona Mall Memorial on the University of Arizona campus will be dedicated Sunday, Dec. 4, three days before the 75th anniversary of the Pearl Harbor attack.

SHIP’S LEGACY SAILS
THROUGHOUT UA
Mall memorial is latest campus tribute to USS Arizona and its crew
By Natalia V. Navarro
FOR THE ARIZONA DAILY STAR

T

he new USS Arizona Mall Memorial slated to
be unveiled on the University of Arizona mall
at 3 p.m. Sunday, Dec. 4. is just one of several
UA tributes to those who served on the battleship,
which was bombed by the Japanese on Dec. 7, 1941,
launching the United States into World War II.

THE BELL
One of the two original bells salvaged
from the USS Arizona wreckage has resided at the UA since just before the ﬁrst
student union was built in the 1950s, said
David Carter, one of the forces behind the
latest memorial. When the new Student
Union Memorial Center was built in
the early 2000s, a number of its design
elements were meant to mimic the USS
Arizona.

Three years after the ship sank in Pearl
Harbor, UA alum Bill Bowers discovered
the bell from the Arizona in the Puget
Sound Naval Yard where it was scheduled
to be melted down and recycled. Bowers saved the bell and ensured that it be
brought to the UA at the end of the war,
See USS ARIZONA, E5

See Page A1 of today’s Star for a story on the new
A.E. ARAIZA / ARIZONA DAILY STAR
One of two original bells from the USS Arizona now hangs in a tower at the UA’s Student Union.
USS Arizona Mall Memorial on the UA campus.

Tumacácori: Magnificent
mission at a cultural crossroads
By Doug Kreutz
ARIZONA DAILY STAR

MAMTA POPAT / ARIZONA DAILY STAR

Tumacácori was established as a mission in 1691, the original church
building was erected in 1756.

A HOLIDAY SPECTACULAR!

n

TUMACÁCORI MISSION — It’s
made out of mud and hasn’t been
an active church since 1848, but
this magniﬁcent mission 45 miles
south of Tucson endures as a shrine
of peaceful contemplation and
cultural celebration.
Founded by Jesuit missionary
Eusebio Francisco Kino in 1691 and
drawing together a diverse mix of
peoples, the site is now preserved

DECEMBER 3 – 31

n

as Tumacácori National Historical
Park.
“Tumacácori sits at a cultural
crossroads in the Santa Cruz River
valley,” says the National Park Service, which oversees the site. “Here
O’odham, Yaqui, and Apache people met and mingled with European
Jesuit and Franciscan missionaries,
settlers, and soldiers, sometimes
in conﬂict and sometimes in
See TUMACÁCORI, E7

PARK SERVICE
CENTENNIAL
This year marks the centennial of the National Park Service,
which was established on Aug.
25, 1916. In celebration of the
milestone, the Arizona Daily
Star is publishing this and
other stories about National
Park Service sites in Arizona.
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U.S. NATIONAL ARCHIVES AND RECORDS ADMINISTRATION

The USS Arizona burns after the Dec. 7, 1941, attack. “Most people don’t know that the USS Arizona had a 25-year career …,” says Jane Prescott-Smith, special assistant to the dean of libraries.

USS ARIZONA
Continued from Page E1
said Jane Prescott-Smith, special
assistant to the dean of libraries.
That bell now hangs in a tower
at the Student Union Memorial
Center and is rung regularly. Bill
Bowers was 99 when he had the
honor of ringing the bell for the
ﬁrst time in its new location on
September 11, 2002, according to
the UA Student Union’s website.
The bell is traditionally rung by
the student body president on the
Sunday before Pearl Harbor Day,
on the Student Union’s birthday,
Nov. 18, and after athletic victories over out-of-state schools,
according to the website.
‘THE LIFE AND LEGACY OF THE
USS ARIZONA’
The UA library houses the
world’s second largest archive of
materials from the USS Arizona.
Some of these pieces are on special exhibit in honor of the 75th
anniversary of Pearl Harbor.
“Most people don’t know that
the USS Arizona had a 25-year
career before the ﬁght in Pearl
Harbor,” Prescott-Smith said.
The ship was built in the New
York Navy Yard and launched in
1915.It had a noteworthy career
in the Atlantic during the end of
the First World War, according to
Prescott-Smith. It was one of the
battleships that escorted Woodrow Wilson to Europe.
“The important thing about
the exhibit is that it shows the
ship through the eyes of the men
who lived and worked for her,”
Prescott-Smith said. “What people don’t understand is how big
it was. There were 1,500 men on
board at any given time so it was
really like a small town.”
The exhibit features life on the
Arizona when crew members
could join the ship’s band, football
team, rowing team, baseball team
or even the ship newspaper.
“I’m a mother of six children
so the pieces that resonated most
with me were some of the things
that were exchanged between
mothers and sons,” PrescottSmith said. “We have a silk pillow
cover that seems to have been
embroidered by a mother for her
son. There is correspondence
between sailors and their families.
Those things probably mean the
most to me.”
A few other related pieces are
also located in the USS Arizona
Lounge at the Student Union
Memorial Center.
THE CONNECTIONS
The UA had signiﬁcant
involvement in World War II
service, Prescott-Smith said. The
Naval training program based in

A.E. ARAIZA / ARIZONA DAILY STAR

Students walk past a red line that represents a full-scale outline of the USS Arizona’s stern. The battleship was 608 feet long.

COURTESY UA SPECIAL COLLECTIONS

The 1945 Desert Yearbook shows Navy cadets at attention on the UA campus. More than 10,000 men graduated from the UA program during the war.

IF YOU GO
A.E. ARAIZA / ARIZONA DAILY STAR

A champagne bottle used to christen the ship on June 19, 1915, is part of
an exhibit at the UA Libraries’ Special Collections.
Old Main graduated more than
10,000 men during the war.
“One of my hopes is that the
students, when they spent time at
the plaza and look at the medallions (containing the names and
ages of sailors on the ship), it will
kind of sink in that these young
men who gave their lives for
their country were the same age

as them,” Prescott-Smith said.
“That maybe there is something
bigger, more important than just
yourself as an individual. Not saying that we all need to serve in the
military, but that we all need to do
something for our country.”
Natalia V. Navarro is a University of Arizona
journalism student apprenticing at the Star.

A.E. ARAIZA / ARIZONA DAILY STAR

Dedication of the USS Arizona Mall
Memorial is at 3 p.m. Sunday, Dec. 4,
on the University of Arizona mall in
front of the Student Union.
“The Life and Legacy of the USS
Arizona” continues through Dec. 23
at the UA Libraries’ Special Collections, 1510 E. University Blvd. Hours
are 9 a.m.-6 p.m. Mondays through
Fridays and 1:30-2:30 p.m. on the
day of the dedication, Dec. 4. Find
it online at speccoll.library.arizona.
edu/online-exhibits/exhibits/show/

uss-arizona.
More on USS Arizona
• More historic and rarely-seen photos of the USS Arizona in action:
tucson.com/gallery — and you can
ﬁnd some of those in the Star on
Dec. 7.
• Also on Dec. 7, there will be a
special Pearl Harbor section in the
Star’s e-newspaper with an exclusive story by Pulitzer Prize winning
author, Steve Twomey.

COURTESY USS ARIZONA MEMORIAL

The name of each man who died on the USS Arizona is etched on a medallion in the memorial. A yellow line shows the USS Arizona’s outline that is part of a memorial on the UA Mall.
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